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Framework EASy; 
TeamBox360 application; 
cyber security control tests;  
training.

Kind Mind PSA was created for companies that seek to increase their
team's productivity, want to optimize project time and improve safety. 
CWe are forerunners in auditing and transforming organizations. 

We consult and restructure - implement business management
strategies based on delivering the expected goods to customers, in the
simplest way possible. 

We transform companies in terms of Agile & Lean. We train management
and teams, influence mindset. We implement change, optimize the way
we deliver value. We create self-organizing teams. 

In our software house - we create applications. We provide companies
with attributes towards the implementation of change. We have
proprietary tools:

We focus on the needs of the future. We support business through           
a proprietary operating model. We enhance innovation and efficiency           
in product development. We rely on open concepts.

Kind Mind it expertise.

Get to knowGet to know Kind MindKind Mind



Dedicated software

PChoose dedicated IT solutions and gain a competitive
advantage. Benefit from our knowledge and experience,
to create software that meets your needs 
and your customers' expectations.

_software house_software house

We provide solution integration
e.g.: with IoT technologies,

which increases process
efficiency. 

We create personalised
products, tailored 

to your needs and requirements.

Web applications Mobile applications

Software testing

Building an MVP

Devops and cloud solutions

Consulting services Business analyst

Outsourcing of IT specialists

Comprehensive and diverse
services related to 

software, including customised
software, software integration 

and software development.

Development services for
Android mobile apps, iOS mobile
apps and apps using the Flutter

platform.
 

A variety of quality control 
and software testing services,
including quality consultancy 
and auditing, comprehensive

application testing, test
automation and independent

testing.
 

Efficient IT infrastructure
management. Solutions include

building a cloud-based
architecture, managing 

and maintenance of
applications, CI/CD processes

and monitoring.

Outsourcing, outstaffing 
and dedicated Agile team

building services. Skilled IT
professionals to help you deliver

your projects to the highest
standard.

We provide full support 
in the process of idea validation,

prototyping and application
building. We implement projects 
into the market. We create new

products and services.

Our offer includes product
workshops, product strategy

development and closed-door
training. We analyse 

and identify business areas 
for improvement and indicate

the development strategy.

We focus on finding new
product and service solutions,

working with existing software
and improving business

processes. Explore the new
possibilities of business

analytics.



TeamBox360 reduces an organization's costs 
and engages employees in its life 

in a new dimension.
 
 
 

Best aplicationBest aplication
developed directly for the organizationdeveloped directly for the organization

TeamBox Process analytics Emergency

Problems

Feedback360

Innovations

Statistics

Knowledge base

OCR scanner

An integrated platform 
for communication within teams 

and collaboration between teams, with
features such as: 

team chat, forms, daschboards,
calendar, lists, videoconferencing,
messaging, transfer of photos and

meeting files, notes, voice
communication.

A dedicated component for creating
workflow processes 

and analyzing the business impact of
events in teams on the entire

organization.

 

Integrated with the TeamBox360 app,
a place for users to report potentially

dangerous health and safety, cyber
security, legal situations, etc. 

Ensures alerts from the organization
are communicated to all employees.

With this feature you identify 
and level out the problems of your

organization, thereby reducing time
and costs - you create LIVE projects

that do not require additional
meetings - employees get involved 

with pleasure in implementing
solutions to improve the
organization's structures.

 

With this feature, you create cutting     
-edge LIVE projects to implement

innovations that affect the 
better the performance of your

organization. Again, you reduce time
and costs, and implement projects

better and faster.

No more time-consuming exchange of
information between the structures of
the organization. The knowledge base 

is a bank of documentation 
on regulations, bylaws, rules for the
correct functioning of the company.

Unite people by offering them an ideal
place of employment. Increase

productivity in your organization
through job satisfaction. 

 Feedback360 gives you the
opportunity to give direct feedback.

Build openness, respect, correct
relations in the organization, 

so that you work better.

 

An innovative way to visualize the
results and progress of your
organization's project work. 

All projects you are involved in in one
place. Implementation status,

reminders, calendar.  Concrete and
reliable information provided and

updated in real time.

No more transcription of important
data. State-of-the-art document entry

through intelligent scanning. 
Use artificial intelligence module that

will complete your company's data with
the help of scanning. Influence the

convenience of your work by
automating it. Save time and money by

reducing errors.

Signalmen
 

In accordance with European Parliament and Council Directive (EU) 2019/1937 , the function provides a confidential reporting channel
for your organization. File a complaint by providing your information or remain anonymous. Undertake an investigation. Designate an

independent person or entity to handle the report. Train employees and colleagues. 
Build trust and have an impact on the proper functioning of the organization.

 



we offer implementation and configuration of security monitoring
systems, such as SIEM (Security Information and Event Management)
and IDS/IPS (Intrusion Detection/Prevention System);

we provide monitoring and threat detection services, both in real
time and at the level of historical data analysis;

we provide rapid response to incidents to minimize damage from
cyber-attacks; 

we also offer malware prevention and removal services.

Security Operation Center is a core component of the Information
Security infrastructure, SOC is equipped with tools and resources         
to monitor, detect, respond to and counter cyber threats. 

For mid-sized companies, using SOC services can bring many benefits,
including ensuring effective protection against cyber attacks,
minimizing damage from incidents 
and increasing the confidence of customers and business partners.

Our SOC offering for mid-sized enterprises consists of several
components:
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web applications;
infrastructure;
socialengineering;
vulnerabilities - hacking.

We will check the safeguards required by law depending on the scope of the
business. We will implement safeguards related to the need to prepare
processes for possible events. Our priority is to secure the business for
damaging circumstances.

Security audit:

  _cyber security_cyber security

Security

Validation of security 
features

Risk Centrum

Checking the ability 
to respond to indirects

Incidents

Managing risks 
in one place



Security assessment, audits, consulting, solution integration;
Consolidated IT risk assessment - networks, infrastructure;
Security assessment on prem, on chloud, vulnerability scanning;
Security process assessment;
IT process assessment (SDMC);
Read Team - Cyber attack simulations with after analysis;
Social engeeniring tests;
ISO27001:2013, RODO, NIST, BSI IT-Grundschutz audits;
Implementation of devsecop processes;
Inventory of resources;

Maturity assessment;
Performance and stability assessment of infrastructure, web sites;
ISO/IEC 27001, ISO/IEC 27032, ISO 22301, TISAX compliance audits.

Security operation center;
File server protection;
Security management;
Endpoint detection and response.

 

 
Strategy and documentation:

IT infrastructure protection implementations:

SIEM/SOAR solution implementations 
(SIEM - Security Information and Event Management) 
and SOAR (Security Orchestration, Automation and Response).
 
AI-based MDR/XDR implementations (detection and response
management/enhanced detection and response).

Cyber security program - IMS - information management system
Center of risk (kindmind's proprietary solution).

Offer long-term services, subscription or recurring.

External CISO - chief information security officer.



We analyze the organization's strategy and assess business conditions, openness
and readiness for change;

We support in the selection of solutions;

We change manufacturing processes into fully perceptible, effective values,
obtained in an iterative manner;

We transform and restructure organizations according to Agile and Lean
philosophies. Depending on the demand of scaling the effectiveness of agile
transformation resulting from the audit developed by us - proprietary, using
tailored Framework`s such as:

Scrum; 
Large Scaled Scrum (LeSS); 
Nexus; Kanban; 
Lean Managment; 
Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe), 
EASy – nasz autorski Framework. 

Consult the Agile and Lean transformation of your organization. 

Be EASy, Lean & Agile.

We support project management in an agile approach.

  _consulting_consulting
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  _framework EASy_framework EASy

A new perspective on roles in teams
Reduction of costs for the organization
Delivering value to the customer
Improving workplace relationships through rituals

EASy is creating a modern model and style of work and influencing:

The end result is: an impact on the workflow of teams, prioritization over other
Frameworks, and a feasibility timebox that depicts team effectiveness resulting from
enjoyment based on satisfaction metrics.

trust, 
ethics,
ulture of work, 
maturity,
Frameworks such as Scrum; Large Scaled Scrum (LeSS); Nexus; Kanban; Lean
Management; Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe);

Based on empiricism, we have created a modern, flexible EASy Framework. 
With its ideology and timeless pattern, it supports based on its own pillars viz: 

The EASy framework gives organizations new insights into the correct management      
 of human resources, the way people who make up teams work; the culture of teams 
and their ethics, thereby increasing productivity and enhancing a sense of job security    
 - certainty and satisfaction in doing work. It naturally creates sets of moral precepts. 

Easy is the world's first framework that works with a dedicated application, introduced by
KindMind.

_ EASy Certification
Get certified
It is possible to get certified with the EASy Framework. We certify organizations 
in a correct, innovative team management solution.



the number of people to be trained,
availability of participants,
length of the training cycle,
expected effectiveness.

We have a unique training system based on Value stream. 
Acquiring requirements for the scope of training, we start from the client's side 
- we acquire criteria and visualize the scope - we transform the concept into a training
program that is flexible to the realities of the organization, confirmed by such criteria as:

We train employees regardless of their level of implementation in the organization.
Dedicated training is designed to support the development and creativity of people        
 in the organization. 
Through appropriate tools, we build awareness and competence of specialists.        
 We influence the mindset of decision makers, including teams. We create correct 
in their specialty members of the organization.

Scrum Master training,
Product Owner training,
Training symbiosis of Scrum Master and Product Owner roles,
Cyber security training basics,
Kanban training - application,
Agile training - agility in the organization,
Agile training - preparation for transformation,
Lean Management training,
Lean training in an organization,
Lean training for teams,
Leadership coaching,
Coaching of teams - building leadership position,
Coaching teams - organization awareness.

OFFER INCLUDES:

_training_training
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